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In this paper an ideal B of the group ring R=Z[G] generated by a special
Kummer element is studied (G means a cyclic group of order l&1 and l and odd
prime). The group index [R*: B] is expressed by means of the relative class num-
ber of the l th cyclotomic field (R* a subring of R). The ideal B is investigated also
mod l. The connection with the (modified) Demjanenko and the Benneton system
of congruences is mentioned.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
The aim of this article is to investigate the ideal B of the group ring
R=Z[G], where G=[1, s, s2, ..., sl&2] means a cyclic group of order
l&1 and l is an odd prime. This ideal B is generated by one of Kummer’s
element $* , namely by $0=
l&2
i=0 kis
i, where
ki={
1 in case r&i>
l
2
0 in case r&i<
l
2
.
Here ri denotes the least positive residue mod l of the power ri (r is a
primitive root mod l ).
This ideal is contained in the Stickelberger Ideal I for the l th cyclotomic
field. The group index [R*: B] is evaluated (2.4) (R*=[l&2i=0 ai s
i # R :
aj+aj+((l&1)2)=ak+ak+((l&1)2) for each 0 j, k(l&1)2]) and shown
to be equal to the absolute value of the determinant of the square matrix
H of order (l&1)2 introduced by Hazama ([8], 1990). Hazama also
calculated the exact value of det H and established the connection with the
(modified) Demjanenko matrix D$(l ) (s. [7]).
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The ideal B is investigated mod l as a vector space B(l ) over the field
ZlZ and the dimension of B(l ) is determined (4.7). By means of this
formula we can arrive at the rank of Hazama’s matrix H and (modified)
Demjanenko’s matrix D$(l ) over ZlZ.
In conclusion a connection between the Benneton ([3]) system of
congruences and the ideal B is discussed.
1. Notation and Some Fundamental Statements
Throughout this paper we will designate by
l an odd prime,
N=(l&1)2,
h& the first factor of the class number of the cyclotomic field
generated by l th roots of units over the rational field,
Z the ring of rational integers,
r a primitive root modulo l n for each positive integer n,
ind x index of x relative to the primitive root r of l (x # Z, l |% x),
ri the integer (i # Z ), 0<ri<l, ri#ri (mod l ),
i $i=l&2i=0 for suitable symbols $i ,
G=[1, s, s2, ..., sl&2] a multiplicative cyclic group of order l&1 with
the generator s,
R=Z[G] the group ring of G over the ring Z; hence
R=[i ai si : ai # Z],
aj=ak for :=i aisi # R, j#k (mod l&1), j, k # Z, 0kl&2,
R*=[:=i aisi # R : aj+aj+N=ak+ak+N for each j, k # Z]=
[: # R : (1+sN) : # Z } i si],
R&=[: # i aisi # R : aj+aj+N=0 for each j # Z]=
[: # R : (1+sN) :=0]=(1&sN) R,
I=[: # R : _* # R, * } i r&i si=l:]=[:=i aisi # R : _xt # Z(0 t
l&2), ai=(1l ) t xtr&i+t for each 0il&2].
I is called the Stickelberger Ideal of the ring R(IR*).
I &=I & R& is an ideal of the ring R&.
The ideals of the ring R will be often considered as Z-modules.
[A : B] the group index for a commutative group A and its subgroup B.
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The following class number formulas are satisfied:
1.1. [R&: I &]=h& (Iwasawa, 1962, [9]), [R*: I ]=h& (Sinnott,
1980, [14]).
Further denote by
Zl the ring of l-adic integers,
Rl=the group ring of G over the ring Zl ,
aj=ak for :=i aisi # Rl , j#k (mod l&1), j, k # Z, 0kl&2,
R&l =[a=i ais
i # Rl : ai+ai+N=0 for each i # Z],
Rl*=[:=i ai si # Rl : aj+aj+N=ak+ak+N for each j, k # Z],
Il the closure in the natural l-adic topology in Rl , in general:
Ml the closure in the natural l-adic topology in Rl of a set MRl
(s. [20], Section 3),
I &l =Il & R
&
l .
The ideals of Rl are often considered as Zl -modules.
(m) l the l-part of m(m # Z, m{0).
We can get from 1.1
1.2. [R&l : I
&
l ]=(h
&) l (Iwasawa, [9]), [Rl*: Il]=(h&) l .
For i, * # Z put
$ i*={10
in case ri+ri+*l
in case ri+ri+*<l,
:i*={1&1
in case ri+ri+*<l
in case ri+ri+*l.
We call the elements
$*=:
i
$&i*s
i # R
Kummer’s elements, because Kummer ([10], 1847) worked with these
elements for (0*l&2, *{N ).
Set
$=$N=:
i
si (the norm)
and for 0 jN&1
.j=:
j
:&i ind( j+1)si # R ([16], Section 3).
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Kummer’s elements $* (* # Z ) belong to the Stickelberger Ideal I and
.j # I & (0 jN&1). Clearly we have among them the following relation
([20], 4.7(b)):
1.3. .j=$&2$ind( j+1) (0 jN&1).
For coefficients of the elements .j the following formula was proved ([16],
3.3):
1.4. |det(:i ind( j+1))0i, jN&1|=2N&1h&.
Denote by C the Z-submodule of the Z-module R generated by the
elements .j (0 jN&1). Then these elements .j ’s form a basis of C and
we obtain from 1.4:
1.5. [R&: C]=2N&1h&.
Note that the Zl -submodule of the Zl -module Rl generated by .j’s
(0 jN&1) equals I &l .
Put
S*=[=k : 0kN&1] _ [=],
where
=k=sk(1&sN) (0kN&1) and == :
N&1
i=0
si.
S* forms a basis of the Z-module R* and we get from 1.4 that the
absolute value of the determinant of the transition matrix from the basis
S* to Kummer’s elements [$ind( j+1) : 0 jN&1] _ [$N] equals h&
([20], proof of 4.8), which gives by 1.1 ([20], 4.8):
1.6. Theorem. Kummer’s elements
$ind( j+1)(0 jN&1), $N=$
form a basis of the Z-module I.
In conclusion of this Section add the following:
1.7. Proposition. The set C forms an ideal of the ring R.
Proof. We will show that for each integer j (0 jN&1) s.j # C.
Let j # Z, 0 jN&1. According to 1.6 there exist integers xi
(0iN&1), x with
s$ind( j+1)= :
N&1
i=0
xi$ind( j+1)+x$.
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Since $0 ind(i+1)=0 and $N ind(i+1)=1 for each i (0iN&1), we
obtain x=0 or x=1 and
:
N&1
i=0
xi+x={01
for x=1
for x=0,
therefore
1&2x= :
N&1
i=0
xi .
Using 1.3 we have
s.j=$&2 :
N&1
i=0
xi$ind(i+1)&2x$=\ :
N&1
i=0
xi+ $&2 :
N&1
i=0
xi$ ind(i+1)
= :
N&1
i=0
xi ($&2$ind(i+1)) :
N&1
i=0
xi .i # C.
2. The Ideal B
It was stated in 1.6 that Kummer’s elements form a basis of the Stickel-
berger Ideal I (considered as a Z-module). Among these elements an excep-
tional position has Kummer’s element $0 , which will be denoted by $ for
the sake of simplicity.
The aim of this article is to investigate the ideal of R generated by this
element.
2.1. Definition. Denote by B the ideal of R generated by Kummer’s
element $0=$, therefore
B=$0 } R=$ } R.
Obviously
BI.
Furthermore we will need some statements concerning (modified)
Demjanenko matrix. In the paper [7] a special submatrix D$( p) of the
Demjanenko matrix was exhibited for a prime p5, where
D$( p)=[=i$(m)]2m( p+1)2, 1i( p&1)2 ,
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1 >0
=i$(m)={ according as [(m+1) i ]p&[(m&1) i ]p0 <0
([a]p means the distance of a real number a to the nearest integer in pZ ).
Following Hazama’s paper [8] (1990) put for integers i, j (1i, jl&1)
hij={10
if 0<k<(l2), where k#ij (mod l )
otherwise.
In his paper [8] Hazama defined the matrix
H=[hij]1i, j(l&1)2
and in particular he showed ([8], 2.1) that the matrix H can be obtained
from D$(l ) (l5) by elementary row operations (namely by adding the
row (l&1)2 to the row (l+1)2 and interchanging rows).
Designate by
f the order of 2 mod l,
e=
l&1
f
,
b=
1
l
h& {(2
f2+1)e
(2 f&1)e2
if f is even
if f is odd,
r(X ) the rank of a matrix X, whose entries are integers, over the
field ZlZ.
The main result from Hazama’s article, which we will need, is the following
([8], 3.4):
2.2. Theorem (Hazama).
det H=(&1)[(l&1)4] b.
For u, v # Z put /(u, v)=hij , where i=ru , j=rv . Let V=[0vl&2,
v # Z : rv<l2], U[0, 1, ..., l&2], 0 # U and for x # Z (0x(l&3)2)
be
x # U  x+
l&1
2
 U.
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Then we get from Hazama’s formula and his form of D$(l ):
2.3. Lemma
|det[/(u, v)]u # U, v # V |=b,
r([/(u, v)]u # U, v # V)=r(H ),
r(H )=r(D$(l )) ( for l5).
Proof. For integers u1 , u2 , v, u1#u2+(l&1)2 mod(l&1), and v # V it
is satisfied
/(u1 , v)+/(u2 , v)=1 and /(0, v)=1.
Using 2.2 we get the Lemma.
2.4. Theorem. The system
[s j$ : 0 jN&1] _ [$ ]
forms a basis of the Z-module B and
[R*: B]=b.
Proof. Since s j$+s j+N$=$ for each j # Z, B is a Z-submodule of the
Z-module R generated by the elements s j$ (0 jN&1) and $.
We express these elements by means of the basis S* of the Z-module R*:
s j$= :
N&1
k=0
($&k+ j0&1) =k+= (0 jN&1)
$=& :
N&1
k=0
=k+2=.
The transition matrix M=[buv]0u, vN from the basis S* to the
elements s j$ (0 jN&1) and $ have entries:
buv={
$&u+v0&1
1
&1
2
for 0u, vN&1
for 0uN&1, v=N
for u=N, 0vN&1
for u=v=N.
For 0u, vN&1 we have
buv+buN=&($&u+vN0&1),
bNv+bNN=1.
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Set M1=[cuv]0uN, v # V _ [N ] , where V=[0vl&2, v # V : rv<(l2)]
and
cuv={$&u+v0&1buv
for 0uN&1, v # V
otherwise.
Then
|det M |=|det M1 |.
Since c0v=&1 for each v # V, the last row of M1 is modified by sub-
tracting the row 0 to the row
(0, 0, ..., 0, 1).
Therefore
det M1=det[$&u+v0&1]0uN&1, v # V .
Since $&u+v0&1=&/(&u, v), the result follows by applying 2.3.
Note that the construction of the matrix M1 gives the identity r(M )=
r(M1) and according to 2.3 r(M1)=1+r(H ). Therefore
2.4.1. Proposition. Let M be the transition matrix from the basis S* of
the Z-module R* to the basis [s j$ : 0 jN&1] _ [$ ] of the Z-module B.
Then
r(M )=r(H )+1.
2.4.2. Proposition.
$ZR&=R*, hence B+R&=R*.
( means the direct sum of Z-modules).
Proof. Let :=i aisi # R*, ai+ai+N=c for each i # Z. Then
:&c$ # R&, which completes the proof.
2.5. Definition. Put
B&=B & R&.
Then B& is an ideal of R and B&I &.
Furthermore for the sake of simplicity the element .0=i :&i0si=
$&2$ (1.3) will be designated by .. The ideal of R generated by . is
denoted by P, hence
P=. } RB&.
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2.6. Proposition. (a) The quotient-rings R*B and R&B& are
isomorphic (canonically).
(b) [R&: B&]=b, [I &: B&]=[I : B]=bh&.
(c) The system [s j. : 0 jN&1] forms a basis of the Z-module P
and
[B&: P]=2N&1.
Proof. The statements (a) and (b) are easily seen.
Let M=[muv]0uN&1, v # V be the transition matrix from the basis
=u(0N&1) of the Z-module R& to the elements sv.(v # V ) (V=
[0vl&2, v # Z : rvl2]). Since for v # V
sv.=:
i
:&i+v0si= :
N&1
u=0
:&u+v0=u ,
we have
muv=:&u+v0=2/(&u, v)&1 (0uN&1, v # V ).
Add the row 0=(1, ..., 1) of the matrix M to the other rows of M. Using
2.3 we get
|det M |=2N&1 |det[/(&u, v)0uN&1, v # V |=2N&1b.
The result follows from this and from the identity s j.+s j+N.=0
(0 jN&1).
By transition to the natural l-adic topology in Rl we get ([20], 3.2, 3.6):
2.7. Theorem. (a) The sytems
[s j$ : 0 jN&1] _ [$ ]
[s j. : 0 jN&1] _ [$ ]
from bases of the Zl-module Bl .
(b) The system
[s j. : 0 jN&1]
forms a basis of the Zl -module B&l =Bl & R
&
l =Pl .
(c) The quotient-rings Rl*Bl and R&l B
&
l are isomorphic (canonically).
(d) [Rl*: Bl]=[R&l : B
&
l ]=(b) l
(the l-part of b).
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3. Special Inclusions for the Ideal B, Intersection Theorem
In this section we will suppose l5 and notation as in [15]:
m a positive integer,
T an integer, 0Tl&1,
*=rTlm&1,
J=JT=JTm={:i ai s
i : ai # Z, :
i
ai *i#0 (mod l m)= ,
J =J T=J Tm={:i ai s
i : ai # Zl , :
i
ai*i#0 (mod l m)= ,
J &=J &T =J
&
Tm=J & R
&,
J &=J &T =J
&
Tm=J & R
&
l .
J, J & are ideals of R and J , J & are ideals of Rl .
If T is even, then R&=J &, R&l =J
&, and if in addition T{0, we have
R*J, Rl*J .
3.1. Proposition. Let T be odd, Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) BJ,
(b) BlJ ,
(c) B&J &,
(d) B&l J
&.
Proof. Clearly, (a)  (b), (c)  (d), and (b)  (d). The implication
(c) O (a) follows from the fact that R&=(1&sN) R.
Following the notation from [15], Section 3, we will designate by
c=l m&1(l&T&1)+1,
s=1c+2c+ } } } +(l&1)c.
The following two congruences are satisfied ([15], proof of 3.4,
Lemma 3.2):
(1) s#(c2) l 2Bc&1+lBc (mod l m+1), where Bn are he Bernoulli
numbers (B0=1, B1=&12, ...).
(2) s(1&rct )#cr
c&1
t i (r&i+t&r&i rt) *
i(mod l m+1) for each integer t.
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Since i *i#0 (mod l m) if and only if T{0, we have
(3) $ # J if and only if T{0.
Since J is an ideal of the ring R, we get:
(4) If T{0, then
BJ  $ # J  :
i
$&i0*i#0 (mod l m).
If T=0, then
B3 J=J0 .
Since $i0=(2ri&ri+{)l=(ri r{&ri+{)l for each i # Z, where { is an
integer with r{=2, we obtain from (2) and (4):
(5) If T{0, then
BJ if and only if s(2c&1)#0 (mod l m+1).
The following Theorem is an immediate consequence:
3.2. Theorem. If T=0, then B3 JTm . If T=1, then
BJ1m if and only if 2c#1 (mod l m+1).
Let 3Tl&2, odd. Then
BJTm if and only if there exist
non-negative integers x, y with the properties:
x+ y=m+1, 2c#1 (mod l y),
and
Bc#0 (mod l x&1) in case x2.
3.3. Remark. The Theorem is an analogy with Theorem 3.4 in [15],
where the ideal B is replaced by the Stickelberger Ideal I. The inclusion
IJ1m does not hold and the integers y from 3.2 do not enter in the
analogous inclusions for I. (The case of T being even is superfluous in 3.4
of [15] as well as the statements (a) and (b) in 2.2 of [15] for T even.)
For an integer x{0 we denote by v(x)=vl (x) the exponent of x with
regard to the prime l, i.e., v(x) is the largest non-negative integer t with l t | x.
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3.4. Lemma. Let : be an integer, :{\1, l |% :, $ be the order of : mod l.
(a) If y is a positive integer, ; the order of : mod l y and l |% ;, then
;=$.
(b) If k is an integer, 1k(l&1)$, then
vl (:$&1)=vl (:$k&1).
(c) Let a be an integer, 1a(l&1)2. Then
vl (:2a&1)=max[ y # Z, y>0: :l
y&1(2a&1)+1#1 (mod l y)].
If vl (:2a&1)1, then
vl (:2a&1)&1=max[ y # Z, y>0: :l
y&1(2a&1)+1#1 (mod l y+1)].
(We consider max , to be 0.)
Proof. I. Suppose that the conditions in (a) are fulfilled. Obviously
$ | ; and there exist integers z, d, and i with
:$=1+l zd, z>0, l |% d, ;=$ . j, and l |3 j.
If z< y, then $<; and j2. Hence :;=:$j#1+ j dl z (mod l z+1),
which is a contradiction with :;#1 (mod l z+1).
II. Let 1k(l&1)$, k # Z. For simplicitiy set
a=v(:$&1), b=v(:$k&1).
Obviously, 1ab. If ; is the order of : mod l b, then ; | $k and the iden-
tity ;=$ follows from (a). Hence :$#1 (mod l b) and ba.
III. Suppose vl (:2a&1)1. Then the set Y=[ y # Z, y>0:
:l y&1(2a&1)+1#1 (mod l y)] is non-empty.
(i) Let y # Y and ; be the order of : mod l y. Since
; | l y&1 (2a&1)+1, the equality ;=$ follows from (a). Since $ | 2a, we
have :2a#1 (mod l y) and v(:2a&1) y. It follows that there exists max Y
and max Yv(:2a&1).
(ii) Let v=v(:2a&1) and ; be the order of : mod l v. Then ; | 2a
and it follows from (a) that ;=$. Therefore l#1 (mod ;) and
l v&1(2a&1)#0 (mod ;), hence v # Y and vmax Y.
IV. Let vl (:2a&1)=1 and y # Z, y>0 with :l
y&1(2a&1)+1#1
(mod l y+1). Let 0#<l y(l&1) and :#r# (mod l y+1). Then r2a##1
(mod l ) and r[l y&1(2a&1)+1] ##1 (mod l y+1). Therefore l&1 | 2a# and l y | #.
It follows that l y(l&1) | 2a#, hence :2a#1 (mod l y+1), which is a contra-
diction.
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Suppose vl (:2a&1)2, y being a positive integer # # Z, 0#<l y(l&1),
and :#r# (mod l y+1). Then 1#:2a#r2a# (mod l 2), therefore l | #. Let
x # Z, #=lx. Since l y+1x#l yx (mod l y(l&1)), we get :l y#rl y+1x#rl yx#
:l y&1 (mod l y+1), from which it follows that
[ y # Z, y>0: :l y&1(2a&1)+1#1 (mod l y+1)]
=[ y # Z, y>0: :l y(2a&1)+1#1 (mod l y+1)].
The result follows from III.
3.5. Notation. Let 1Tl&4 be odd. If BT+10 (mod l ), put
h(T )=0. If BT+1#0 (mod l ), then there exists a positive integer h(T ) with
the property:
Blh(T )&1T+1#0 (mod l h(T ))
and for each positive integer X>h(T )
BlX&1T+10 (mod l X).
Then we get
3.5.1. l&4T=1 h(T )=vl (h
&). (Pollaczek [13], 1924, Vandiver [21],
191819.)
3.6. Proposition. Let 1Tl&2 be odd. Then there exists a non-
negative integer m(T ) such that
B&l J
&
Tm(T ) (J
&
T0=R
&
l )
and for each positive integer X>m(T )
B&l 3 J
&
TX .
The integers m(T ) satisfy the relation:
vl (2 f&1)&1 for T=1
m(T )={h(l&1&T )+vl (2 f&1) for f | T&1, T{1h(l&1&T ) for f |% T&1.
(Be reminded that f is the order of 2 mod l.)
Proof. According to 2.7(d) the group index [R&l : B
&
l ] is a positive
integer. Since J &Tm$J &Tm+1 , [J &Tm : J &Tm+1]=l (m non-negative integer),
we get the existence of the above mentioned integer m(T ).
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Suppose T=1. The according to 3.2
m(T )=m(1)=max[ y # Z, y>0: 2l y&1(l&2)+1#1 (mod l y+1)]
=v(2l&1&1)&1=v(2 f&1)&1
by 3.4(c) and (b).
Let 3Tl&2 be odd and let f | T&1. Then c#&T+1#0 (mod f ),
hence 2c#1 (mod l ) for each m1.
Put y=v(2l&1&1)=v(2 f&1)>1 (by 3.4(b)), m= y+h(l&T&1)1,
x=h(l&T&1)+11, and a=(l&T )2. By 3.4(b) and (c)
y=v(2 l&T&1)=max[w # Z, w>0: 2lw&1(l&T&1)+1#1 (mod l w)], (*)
hence (in view of l m&1#l y&1 (mod l y&1(l&1)))
2c#1 (mod l y).
If h(l&T&1)=0, then x=1 and according to 3.2 BJTm .
If h(l&T&1)1, put for the simplicity z=h(l&T&1). Then
Bl&T#0 (mod l ), Bl z&1(l&T&1)+1#0 (mod l z).
l z&1#l m&1 (mod l z&1(l&1)),
hence c#l z&1(l&T&1)+1 (mod l z&1(l&1)). It follows from the
generalized Kummer congruence for a power ([22], Corollary 12.3) that
Bc#0 (mod l x&1), hence according to 3.2 BJTm . This shows
1mm(T ).
Let x , y be non-negative integers with x + y =m(T )+1 and let
c =l m(T )&1(l&T&1)+1, 2c #1 (mod l y ) and Bc #0 (mod l x &1) in case
x 1. (According to 3.2 such integers x , y exist.)
If x =0, then y =m(T )+1 and it follows from (*) that m(T ) ym.
Assume x 1. Then y m(T ) and by (*) y  y. In case y =0, we have
x =m(T )+1>mh(l&T&1)+1m(T )+1, which is a contradiction.
Let y 1. Then 1x m(T ) and x &1h(l&T&1)=x&1, therefore
x x and m(T )m.
If f |% T&1 (3Tl&2, T odd), then 2c1 (mod l ) for each non-
negative m. According to 3.2 we have m(T )=h(l&T&1) and the proof is
complete.
3.7. Remark. Let a be an integer, l |% a. The integer
q(a)=ql (a)=
al&1&1
l
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is called the Fermat quotient (of l ) with base a. According to 3.4(b) (for
a{\1) vl (a$&1)=vl (ql (a))+1, particularly
vl (2 f&1)=vl (ql (2))+1.
The prime l is called the Wieferich prime if ql (2)#0 (mod l ), hence
vl (2 f&1)2. At present only two Wieferich primes l are known: l=1093
and l=3511. The table of D. H. Lehmer ([12], 1981) shows that for
l<6.109 no other Wieferich primes exist.
3.8. Theorem (Intersection Theorem)
B&l = ,
l&2
T=1
T odd
J &Tm(T ) .
Proof. Put K= l&2T=1, T odd J
&
Tm(T ) . Obviously B
&
l K. Since
[R&l : J
&
Tm]=l
m, we see
[R&l : K]=l
+,
where +=l&4T=1, T odd h(T )+V&1 and
V={
e
2
vl (2 f&1) in case f odd
evl (2 f&1) in case f even.
Since l&4T=1, T odd h(T )=v(h
&) according to 3.5.1 and v(2 f&1)=
v(2 f2+1) for even f, we get +=v(b) (s. 2.1), therefore by Proposi-
tion 2.7(d) [R&l : B
&
l ]=[R
&
l : K] and the result follows.
The Intersection Theorem for the Stickelberger Ideal I &l has the
following form ([15], 4.5):
I &l = ,
l&2
T=3
T odd
J &Th(l&1&T ) .
Using these Intersection Theorems we obtain
3.9. Corollary. I &l =B
&
l if and only if 2 is a primitive rolot mod l or
the order of 2 mod l is odd, equal to (l&1)2 and (in both cases) l is not a
Wieferich prime.
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4. The Group R&l B
&
l and the Ideal B mod l
The prime l is again supposed to be greater than or equal to 5. We will
consider the additive groups R&l , B
&
l , and J
&
Tm (T odd, 1Tl&2, m
non-negative integer) as Rl -groups with the operators Rl acting in the
natural way. Then also the quotient-groups J &Tm B
&
l and R
&
l J
&
Tm are the
Rl -groups. The group R&l J
&
Tm is a cyclic group of order l
m where for each
# # R&l J
&
Tm
s(#)=rlm&1T } #=*#
is satisfied.
Let G(T ) be an additive cyclic group of order l m(T ) (1Tl&2, T odd)
which is an Rl -group with operators acting in the natural way when
defining for # # G(T ) and m(T )1
s(#)=rlm(T )&1T } #.
The Rl-group G(T ) is Rl -isomorphic to the R&l -group R
&
l J
&
Tm(T ) .
In a similar way as for the Stickelberger Ideal I &l ([15], Theorem 4.5)
we prove:
4.1. Theorem. The Rl -group R&l B
&
l is Rl-isomorphic to the dicrect
sum of the Rl -groups R&l J
&
Tm(T ) (1Tl&2, T odd), therefore
R&l B
&
l $
Rl

l&2
T=1
T odd
G(T ).
4.2. Notation. Put i(l )=*[1&(l&3)2, & # Z : l | B2&]-index of
irregularity
g(l )={
e&1 in case f even,
e
2
&1 in case f odd,
j(l )=*[1&e&1, & # Z : f& even, l | Bf&]
={*[1&g(l ), & # Z : l | Bf&]*[1&g(l ), & # Z : l | B2f&]
for f even
for f odd,
=(l )={10
if l is a Wieferich prime
otherwise,
;(l )=i(l )& j(l )+g(l )+=(l )
=*[1Tl&2, T odd: m(T )1].
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The latest tables of irregularity index ([4], 1993) give the values i(l ) for
l<4.106. K. Dichler found out from the tables ([5], 1992) giving the values
i(l ) for l<106 that j(l )=0 for each l<106 with exception of l=130 811
and l=599 479. For these primes the values of j(l ) equal 1 and i(l )=2.
The corresponding integer n (2nl&3, n even, l | Bn , 2n#1 (mod l ))
equals 52 324 and 359 568, respectively.
4.3. Proposition. (a) 0;(l )<(l&1)2,
(b) ;(l )=0 if and only if l is not Wieferich prime, l is regular, and 2
is a primitive root mod l or 2 has the order mod l equal to (l&1)2 which
is odd.
Proof. Using obvious inequalities i(l ) j(l ), g(l )max[((l&1)6)&1, 0]
and well-known relation i(l )<l4 we obtain (a).
The assertion (b) is easily seen.
By 4.1 the number of summands of the group R&l | B
&
l equals ;(l ).
Therefore
4.4. Proposition.
l-rank R&l B
&
l =;(l ).
In conclusion of this article we will deal with the ideal B mod l. For this
reason designate by
Z(l )=ZlZ the ring of congruence classes mod l,
R(l )=Z(l )[G]={:i ai s
i : ai # Z(l )= the group ring of G
over the ring Z(l ), (ak=aj for k# j (mod l&1)),
R*(l )={:i ai s
i # R(l ) : aj+aj+N=ak+ak+N for each j, k # Z= ,
R&(l )={:i ai s
i # R(l ) : ai+ai+N=0 for each i # Z= ,
B(l )={:i ai s
i # R(l ) : _bi # Z, :
i
bi si # B, bi # ai for each i # Z= ,
B(l )R*(l ),
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B&(l )=B(l ) & R&(l )={:i ai s
i # R(l ) : _bi # Z, :
i
bi s # B&,
bi # ai for each i # Z=
(we can get the equality from the relation l$ # B),
J &T (l )={:i ai s
i # R&(l ) : :
N&1
i=0
airiT=0= and
:T=:
i
r&iTsi # R&(l ), 1Tl&2, T odd.
It was shown in ([18] (Proposition 3.9)) that each ideal A of the ring
R&(l ) has the form
A= ,
T # T
J &T (l ),
where T is a subset of the set [1Tl&2, odd]. The ideal of R(l ) will
be considred as vector spaces over the field Z(l ). If A{(0), then
[:T : 1Tl&2, T odd, T  T] is a basis of A ([18], Proposition 3.3).
Therefore we have
4.5. Theorem. Let T=[1Tl&2, T odd, m(T )1]. Then
(a) B&(l )=T # T J
&
T (l ){(0),
(b) the system [:T : 1Tl&2, T odd, m(T )=0] forms a basis of
the vector space B&(l ),
(c) dim B&(l )=((l&1)2)&;(l ).
4.6. Corollary.
[R&(l ) : B&(l )]=l ;(l ).
Since R*(l )=R&(l )$R(l ) ( means the direct sum of the vector
spaces), we get
4.7. Theorem. (a) B(l )=B&(l )$R(l ),
(b) [R*(l ) : B(l )]=l ;(l ),
(c) the system [:T : 1Tl&2, T odd, m(T )=0] _ [$ ] forms a
basis of the vector space B(l ),
(d) dim B(l )=((l+1)2)&;(l ).
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4.8. Remark. Similar relations for the Stickelberger Ideals I(l ) and
I &(l ) are mentioned in [20], Section 5.
The system S* used in Section 2 forms also a basis of the vector space
R*(l ) over Z(l ). Its subspace B(l ) has generators [s j$ : 0 jN&1] _
[$ ] and the transition matrix from the basis S* of the vector space R*(l )
to the elements [s j$ : 0jN&1] _ [$] is again the matrix M from the
proof of 2.4. Hence
r(M )=dim B(l )=
l+1
2
&;(l )
and we obtain from 2.4.1 and 2.3:
4.9. Theorem.
r(D$(l ))=r(H )=
l+1
2
&;(l ).
5. A Note on the Benneton System of Congruences
In his article ([11], 1857) Kummer introduced in connection with the
First Case of Fermat’s Last Theorem the following system of congruences
(in equivalent form):
.l&2j (t ) B2j#0 (mod l ) \1 jl&32 + , (K)
where .i (t )=l&1v=1 (&1)
v&1 vi&1tv (1il&1) are the Mirimanoff poly-
nomials.
Note that Agoh ([1], Theorem 1, (2)) proved:
5.1. Proposition. If { # Z, {1 (mod l ) and { is a solution of (K ), then
.l&1(t )#0 (mod l ).
For :=i ai si # R set
f:(t )= :
l&1
v=1
aind vv tv # Z[t],
where v # Z, 0<v <l, v } v #1 (mod l ) ([17], 1.3). Define another system of
congruences depending on the Stickelberger Ideal I as follows:
f:(t )#(mod l ) for each : # I. (S)
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The systems (K) and (S) are equivalent in the following sense (5.1, [20],
6.1, 6.2):
5.2. Proposition. Let { # Z, {\1 (mod l ). Then { is a solution of the
system (K) if and only if &{ is a solution of the system (S).
Benneton [3] introduced the following system of congruences:
:
l&1
v=1
vnt>l2
v tv#0 (mod l ) (1nl&1), (B)
where vnt means the least positive residue of vn mod l.
Let 1nl&1 be an integer, *=ind n. If 1vl&1, v=r&i , then
$&i+*, 0=1 if and only if vn
t>l2, therefore for ;=s*$ we have
f;(t)= :
l&1
v=1
v t v \vnt> l2+ .
We have thus obtained the following:
5.3. Theorem. The Benneton system of congruences (B) is equivalent to
the system of congruences:
f;(t)#0 (mod l ) for each ; # B.
Since BI, we get immediately ([3], [19], 6.5(c)):
5.4. Corollary. Each solution of (S) is a solution of (B).
Now suppose that 2 is a primitive root mod l. Then e=1, f =l&1 and
according to 3.5 we have for 1Tl&2, T odd:
m(T )={vl (2
l&1&1)=vl (ql (2))
h(l&1&T )
for T=1
otherwise.
Let I(l ) denote the Stickelberger Ideal mod l, hence
I(l )={:=:i ais
i # R(l ) : _ci # Z, :
i
ci si # I, ci # ai for each i # Z=
and
A*=[:T : 3Tl&2, T odd, l |% Bl&T] _ [$, :1].
The Stickelberger Ideal I(l ) can be considered as a vector space over the
field Z(l ) and according to ([20], 5.4) A* is a basis of the vector space
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I(l ). By Proposition 4.3(c) the subset A of A* forms a basis of the vector
space B(l ), where
A={A*A*&[:1]
in case l is not a Wieferich prime
otherwise.
Then in the former case we have B(l )=I(l ) and in the latter case
I(l )=B(l ):1Z(l ). Since for :1=i r&i si
f:1(t )# :
l&1
v=1
tv (mod l ),
we have f:1({)#0 (mod l ) for each integer {1 (mod l ).
Summarizing we get another explanation of Agoh’s statement ([2],
Theorem 2):
5.5. Theorem. Let 2 be a primitive root mod l and { an integer, {1
(mod l ). Then { is a solution of (B) if and only if { is a solution of (S).
In conclusion we will discuss trivial solutions of the mentioned systems.
For this reason we will state the following:
5.6. Proposition. Let k be an integer, :=sk$ # B, Then f:(1)#2rkql (2)
(mod l ), f:(&1)#&ql (2) (mod l ). In addition
.l&1(1)#2ql (2) (mod l ).
Proof. We will use the following expression for ql (2) which is due to
Eisentein ([6], 1850):
2ql (2)#& :
(l&1)2
v=1
v (mod l ).
Since :=i $&i+k, 0si, we have
f:(t)=:
i
$ i+kr&itri
and
f:(1)=:
i
$ i+k r&i=:
i
$i r&i+k
#rk :
i
$i r&i (mod l )
=rk :
l&1
v=(l&1)2
v #2rkql (2) (mod l )
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Moreover
.l&1(1)#& :
l&1
v=1
(&1)v v (mod l )#2ql(2) (mod l ).
For t=&1 we have
f:(&1)=:
i
$ i+k(&1)
ri r&i
= :
(l&3)2
i=0
[$ i+k(&1)
ri r&i+$i+k+(l&1)2(&1)ri+(l&1)2 r&i+(l&1)2]
# :
(l&3)2
i=0
(&1)ri r&i (mod l )# 12 :
l&1
v=1
(&1)v v (mod l )
#&12.l&1(1) (mod l )#&ql (2) (mod l ).
This completes the proof.
For 2il&1 we have
.i (&1)#0 (mod l )
and for 3il&2, i odd
.i (1)#0 (mod l ).
According to ([17], 1.5) 1 is not a solution of (S) and by ([19],
7.2.4)&1 is a solution of (S) if and only if ql (2)#0 (mod l ).
Summarizing we get the following table:
Trivial Solutions { of the
Systems of Congruences
System of
{
Congruences 0 1 &1
(K) + + +
(S) + & W
(B) + W W
.l&1(t )#0 + W +
(mod l )
Note. + means in any case. &
means never. W means: if and only if l
is Wieferich.
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